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1.0 Overview
The following is a description of a system which will support multilingual information processing by applying techniques of natural language. Application
fields can be medical engineering, drug enforcement, office document management, and the like.
These applications contains several technical challenges to the natural language processing components which go beyond standard machine translation:
• we have to cope with textual databases in several languages. If we want to
query them, some translation process will be involved.
• we have to cope with the fact that we have to query not just textual but also
structured information. Some translation into SQL type queries must be
foreseen.
• there may be other objects as well in the database, like videos, audio tapes,
and the like.
The search request should be stated in the users' native language, in natural
language form, and the result should be available again in the users' native
language.
Because of the multilingual aspect of such a system, special care needs to be
taken to the question of multilinguality; it must be clarified which tools and multilingual techniques must be foreseen in such an application.

2.0 Workflow
The system aims at supporting the process of information gathering by
accessing different and heterogeneous information sources. It follows the
workflow of such an information processing task.
1. The first step is the composition of the user request. Users need to know
which resources are available, and which information is relevant for a given
request. This phase will be supported by offering the relevant information
sources. The support consists of two steps:
• Search request building. Here, users will be able to select index terms, navigate through the domain model and other links between terms, compose
information items and formulate an optimal search request.

• Search request analysis and decomposition. In this phase, the search
request is broken into search items, enriched by additional search terms (on
user request), and translated into the languages needed.
2. The second step consists in the retrieval proper. The search query will be
decomposed into query elements; these query elements are searched in the
respective databases. They may consist of structured elements and of textual
elements. For structured elements, some SQL translation of the request must
be foreseen. For textual elements, two ways of search will be performed:
• fuzzy textual match, comparing the input with similar text descriptions;
• standard retrieval queries forwarded in natural language; no complicated
retrieval language needs to be used.
In both cases, the search requests and text portion matches require a translation of the request into the language of the textbase to be searched. To do so,
a terminological component has to be added to the system where the relevant
terms can be translated into the target languages.
3. The third step consists in recomposing the retrieved elements of the query
into meaningful statements answering the search request. This step implies
retranslating the found elements into the language of the query, some answer
formulation strategy based on the type of request, and a composition of the
retrieved items into such an answer. The result should be a kind of report in the
users' native language, containing all the information found.
Figure 1 shows the basic workflow concept.
FIGURE 1. System Workflow

3.0 System components
The system will run in a client server mode, offering a PC based user interface
for search request formulation and answer generation. The user interface consists of the following elements:

3.1 Support for query formulation
The basic retrieval means is a search form, combining structured and textual
input possibilities. Users can specify their search request by filling in such a
form. Aside from the fact that they can use their native language to do so,
there
are the following possibilities in this scenario:
• inputting natural language can range from a simple noun phrase type of
query (e.g. recent letters to IBM about speech understanding products) to
inputting complete texts (e.g. medical files to be compared with similar
records of a medical history).
• some formal parameters can also be given, e.g. in which database to
search
• there will be several components to support users in their search. They will
be the result of fact extraction techniques as well as linguistic processing of
the text.
• a component to recognise proper names in texts will identify these
names, and present them to the user as search terms. As names may
be misspelt or misunderstood, a component to identify similar names
than the ones specified will be included. This component can be called
by users as an additional help option.
• a component to specify syntactically or semantically similar terms will
also be available. This component is based on a linguistic analysis of
dependency relations in texts, and presents networks of similar terms
to the users. Again, users can look up these similar terms and add
them to the search request, in order to make it more precise.
It is a matter of the design whether these terms should be offered in
the language of the database where they originate, or should be
offered in a translated form, in the users' native language.
• a third help function consists in a model of the domain. The idea is to
have some domain specific relations between terms that can be used
in the formulation of the search request (e.g. persons -> offices ->
companies or persons -> voices /photos). The underlying component
is a complex semantic network which serves as a basis for navigation.
• There may be additional functions which could support the search
request formulation. We could imagine a special component for
searching chemical substances in special chemical databases (like
Chemical Abstracts Service).

FIGURE 2. Search Request Formulation

These help functions can be called by users to collect search request items
and to input an improved search request to the system. Figure 2 shows
some of the components just mentioned.
From the system architecture point of view, the following components are
needed in order to support this request formulation:
• a natural language query analyser for simple noun phrase type queries; it
must convert the search term into a meaningful linguistic structure
• a natural language analyser in order to convert complete input texts into a
searchable structure. Such a component could be taken from the analysis
component of a translation memory system; maybe a full translation system
is required.
• a text analysis component, identifying facts, like dates, proper nouns, and
others, in a given database
• a text analysis component, identifying semantically similar terms in a corpus
• a component to analyse and generate similarities between proper names
• a domain model representation, to offer meaningful relations between information items at search time
Some of these components, esp. the text analysis components, require considerable linguistic machinery and some text corpora to run the analysis on.
In addition to the components mentioned, some terminology databases are
needed in order to offer multilingual access. They are needed for simple term
replacement operations as well as for more complex translation tasks.
There may be other objects to be searched for, like photographs, video or
audio information. These objects also should be offered in the search request
formulation.

Some of the components mentioned must be administered (e.g. a text
processing run must be started, updates must be possible). For these tasks, a
special administration interface is needed. This interface, however, will be distinct from the users' interface, and run on the server machine.

3.2 Search request decomposition and execution
A search request forwarded to the system will consist of a complex expression
combining several basic information items. This request has to be processed.
Several steps are needed to do so:
1. Identification of the information sources involved. Here it must be decided if
a textual database should be searched, or if a request should be converted
into an SQL type of query. Also the system explores its knowledge about
which databases have to be accessed.
2. When preparing the DB access proper, the issue of translation becomes
important: The search request, forwarded in the users' native language,
must be launched in the DB's language. This implies some translation effort,
ranging from simple term replacement to full machine translation.
3. In case of a full text being a search request, fuzzy matching techniques will
be applied to identify the most similar texts. This approach may prove to
work fine if there are many types of texts of a similar kind (like medical
records). The matching will need a two-step search when large amounts of
data are involved.
4. In case multimedia objects like audio or video information is searched for,
the special retrieval possibilities of the databases in question have to be
used.
An overview of the different techniques is given in Figure 3.
FIGURE 3. Search decomposition and execution

The search proper will access the best database available (or several of
them),
and perform a search according to the functionality and possibilities of the
respective database. This may even imply access of a remote database over
network.
The result of the search will be (sets of) hits for each information item forwarded in a search request. These items have to be retranslated" into the
users' conceptual world and native language. This "raw output" has to be
reviewed, combined and translated into the output which the system is supposed to deliver.

3.3 Answer formulation support
The answer to a search request can itself be presented in several matters:
1. As far as multimedia hits are concerned, the system should have a possibility to display them, using special windows, or maybe even special hardware
which standard multimedia kits offer today.
2. As far as structured items are concerned, they could be either presented in
some structured form (e.g. tables of some kind), or they could become part
of a answering report which the system produces according to some profile
of type of search request: Every search request type could trigger a special
report type generator, which would be fed with information items found in
the databases.
3. As far as textual information is concerned, we have again several possibilities:
• We can, after a fuzzy match, present the most similar text portions, the
non-matching elements being marked (e.g. by colour) so that the user
can easily identify identical and changed parts.
• We also can simply present textual hits, as is done in conventional
retrieval systems, the hit words being marked again.
• If we can apply fact extraction techniques to the text such that only certain information items are relevant, these items could also be used as
input for the reporting component just mentioned.
In both cases, it must be taken into account that the language of the search
request and the language of the text base may differ. Therefore we need a
step of translation here again. This can be some memory based translation;
it can also be full automatic translation (presenting the database language
and the translated document parts in some split screen technique).
A special component is needed to compose the answers, to decide what
should be presented in which order, and the like.
The main types of answer generation, and some of their interaction, are given
in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. Answer generation and presentation

Two types of operations should be possible on the basis of the answer:
• Updating the knowledge bases by marking relevant information items, and
putting the information items into the appropriate slots of the knowledge
base
• Using the search result as input for a further search request (relevance
feedback); the current result may contain new or additional information, or
may show that the original search request was not the best choice, so a
new search request could make sense.
For both types of operations, the respective user interfaces have to be provided.

4.0 Aspects of Multilinguality
In the scenario just outlined, multilingual processing is one of the key issues
for the success of such a system.

4.1 Multilinguality in Search Request Formulation
The language barrier has to be overcome on the following places here:
• As the search request can be stated in natural language (e.g. "Eigenschaften des Ebola-Virus"), the request must be translated into the language of
the textual databases in question. Depending on the complexity of the
request, simple term replacement operations may do, as by experience
most search requests are NP-type structures. More complicated requests
may need more sophisticated means of operation.
Term replacement approaches face the difficulty of 1:n translation possibili-

ties (i.e. a given term translates into several target terms). By experience,
wrong translations will be sorted out in the retrieval (there are simply no
documents matching an odd translation).
• If whole texts are input in order to find the most similar texts, then these
texts as a whole have to be translated. For this purpose, either an MT system could be used as we are in a rather homogeneous domain; this system
would have to be tuned, however, with the target language structures in
mind. The quality of the output depends on the quality of tuning. An alternative to a MT system could be a translation memory operating in a bi-lingual
direction: from users' native to text base language for request formulation,
and from text base to users' native language for answer generation.
• In the support of term search by linguistic extraction of similar or related
terms, these terms also have to be presented in the users' native language.
Moreover, an explicit term lookup facility should be offered. It is often a
handicap in information retrieval, even for professional searchers, that the
target language terminology is not at hand.
In all these cases, a component is needed which stores and maintains terminology, both for usage in other components and for lookup by the system
users. This terminology component consists of a terminological database and
an API for lookup (by other components and by the user interface).
We also may need a machine translation system if a full text is used as a
search request. An alternative to this would be some translation memory tool,
provided the text is highly standardised.
Of course the user interface needs other multilingual capabilities; e.g. the navigation in the domain model will have to be supported by translating the relevant nodes and links into the respective users' native language. This task,
however, is similar to a "standard" localisation task.

4.2 Multilinguality in Search request execution
Once the search request is launched, it depends on the databases to be
searched which operations must be performed:
• depending on the language of the targeted database, the respective information item must be translated into this language. Therefore, the translation
(or term replacement) step can only be executed when the targeted text
database is known: E.g. if a German request on "Eigenschaften von Fluoriden" is launched, it must be decided by the system that this request concerns the Chemical Abstracts Service database, and therefore has to be
translated into English.
• The same argument holds for the text translation: A comparison of medical
files with a Spanish database requires translation into Spanish, comparison
with English requires an English translation, etc.
The tools needed here are the same as used in search request Formulation.

4.3 Multilinguality in Answer Generation
Answer generation requires some additional linguistic intelligence:
• If the search result is a (set of) textual hits, then these hits must be presented in the users' native language. In case of complicated texts, this task
requires a machine translation system. Such a system has to do a on-line
translation of all text hits. As MT systems do not translate perfectly, some
split screen user interface could be given, allowing the users to check the
translation and look up the original text if needed.
• In case of a fuzzy text match, the most similar text is presented, highlighting
the non-identical text portions. If the fuzzy text match is in a foreign language then a complete translation memory based approach could be chosen. Such an approach requires multilingual alignment of such text portions,
however.
• If an answer is to be given based on some report generation procedure,
there are again several possibilities:
• have several generation components which create natural language
text from some formal representations. This would in principle be a
monolingual task, to executed for several languages
• generate one report in a pivot language, and translate this text into the
respective users' native languages. If this is done by an MT system,
we
add the task of analysing the report to the task of running the different
generation components. This technique is not superior to the one just
mentioned except if some easier and more robust techniques can be
used, based on translation memories.

4.4 Multilingual components needed
As a result, we need the full range of multilingual techniques which are known
today:
• we need a term bank and terminology administration and lookup tool, in
order to be able to offer multilingual term lookup and replacement
• we need a (bidirectional) translation memory to match and translate repetitive text and answer reports
• we need an MT system in order to translate complex search requests and
text database hits.
All these techniques exist today. The challenge in the domain of information
processing is to combine them with other linguistic techniques, in order to
improve the overall system behaviour.
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